



You reached our timeserver and every 3 second present become to past:

For humans with their complex consiousness the present is up to 3 seconds. But if you think more about it, it's much more shorter. In theoretical physics time ends with the Planck unit --- it's  around 10 -44 seconds.

One Planck unit is 0.00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00053 91247 seconds


Here the present as we can process it with our tools:


Year:
2024


Month:
03
Mär


Day:
20
Mi


11
Hours


01
Minutes


44
Seconds


And something between
544282504
and
546856905
Nanoseconds




synchronised to atomic clock at stratum 1 
   time correct to within 1 ms
   polling server every 64 s




     remote           refid      st t when poll reach   delay   offset  jitter
==============================================================================
 10.0.0.255      .XFAC.          16 B    -   64    0    0.000   +0.000   0.008
oPPS(0)          .PPS.            0 l    9   64  377    0.000   -0.005   0.008
 SHM(0)          .SHM.           10 l    -   64    0    0.000   +0.000   0.000
 localhost       .STEP.          16 u    - 1024    0    0.000   +0.000   0.000
*mail5.nosuchhos 131.130.251.107  2 u    5   64  377   13.786   -0.370   0.022
+time.cloudflare 10.209.8.4       3 u   27   64  377    3.488   -0.755   2.304
-212-186-223-161 131.130.251.107  2 u   62   64  377   14.465   +2.106   2.522
+141.255.175.252 172.24.125.253   2 u   34   64  377    4.056   -0.172   2.576




Present Unit

We are running no webserver! If getting out of sync - reload the page in your browser

  





Counting 1710928904 seconds since starting computer time at 1.1.1970
Why we are running a timeserver in context to art?

In the information society, many things go wrong. In our opinion, the problem is how to deal with information. There is only one theory of information by Claude Shannon.
That's a big risk, we need a 2nd perspective to figure out what information is before we work with it. Our basic assumption is that information is based on time and space, or vice versa.


Our methodic

The main problem is we have only shannons information to describe information. Anyway.....


What we know:
The role of information and entropy over space and time will be investigated.  Time is very closely linked to space. 
The same time can be measured at other points in space via a third reference point. Our spatial reference point is a GPS signal.
All actions at different spatial points are separated by an event cone. We create two equivalent event levels.
With this experimental setup we are looking for new ways to understand this basic rule of spacetime, information and entropy in a new way: In the first step, we need another reference point similar to the imaginary number domain. 
This could be a new information processing based on the world of our dreams.
In that way we need a new rules in new physics, this can be reached with the information context of art. Let's discover a new world behind convential 
physics with the infolab of stwst. Looking for a complex information behind information. An previous layer with an imaginary part of information. 
We see two possibilities to inbound this imaginary part: The direct way with our emotions in classical context of art, but this has not political relevanz. 
The second way is the difficult one is to coose a technical way to make art, a way based on classical and quantum physic.


Our setup: 
 We operate true-noise generators at different locations in space at the same time.
 We compare the presence of the event cones that generate different noise signals.
 We slice the signals into short time units and make images of them, since our visual senses have a higher information density.
 In these images, we look for common patterns (see Entropia 2018).
 Feel free to pick up the raw true-noise signals on our Icecast server or print the uniq images for decoration.
 Timestamps and checksum of the previous images are stored in the metatags.


switch to our first reference in space
Basic rule: The true-noise signal must function free of our physical laws, which are based on space and time.
This means no reference to our reality. We therefore use:

  - Atomic decay

  - Isolated heating noise

  - Noise of a semiconductor

  - Quantum noise


All good - so where are the problems .....The main problem is your relationship to reality. Your perception of "reality" is too slow. 
You are a driven by time. For yet  you can only find the  next level of information emotionally via the land of your nightmares or while daytime dreaming with a piece of art. 
...... Stay tuned.


Back to clock


We offer this page without web server, you are directly part of the system, part of our small timescript.
 So we offer this page info plain(no ssl) and only one after one unit present. So your browser will block other people. Please exit your tab or browser correctly.

